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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The CPN project foresees three major releases of the  CPN Open Virtual platform that include 

functionalities aligned with the requirements gathered for the three CPN pilots. Each platform 

release includes specific functionalities, selected and implemented after a process of evaluation 

and prioritization of the user requirements. 

The third version of the CPN open virtual platform, delivered as final version, will be described in 

this document: the CPN Open Virtual Platform v3 accompanying report describes all the updates 

and improvements of the platform on the previous versions, following the specifications selected 

during the requirements analysis phase together with the feedback collected during pilot 

executions. 

In particular, the first chapter introduces the scope of the deliverable and the process of 

implementation and delivery of the CPN platform. 

The second chapter describes all the updates and improvements of the platform on the previous 

version, focussing on the platform core components and the list of integrated technology bricks. 

The third chapter will focus on the requirements satisfied, as defined in “D3.4 CPN Technology 

Bricks v3”, and the list of functionalities implemented. It will describe the results accomplished in 

terms of requirements coverage and functionalities provided for the execution of the third pilot. 

In addition, this chapter will report the new functionalities introduced taking into account the 

feedback collected during pilots executions, project reviews and a final check on the platform 

functional and non-functional requirements  

The fourth chapter describes the integration activities conducted by the technical partners with 

the external media companies and SMEs. There are mainly two kinds of different integration 

activities: the first one is focussed on exploiting the CPN platform services outside the consortium 

and on demonstrating the interoperability and innovativeness of the platform, while the second 

one allows to include new innovative features to the CPN platforms and demonstrates its flexibility 

and extensibility. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The CPN project foresees three major releases of the  CPN Open Virtual platform that include 

functionalities aligned with the requirements gathered for the three CPN pilots. Each platform 

release includes specific functionalities, chosen after a process of evaluation and prioritization of 

the user requirements. 

The CPN Open Virtual Platform v3, described in this document, mainly focuses on the final pilot 

execution. It integrates all the new technology bricks delivered and implements a set of 

functionalities detailed on D1.4 Technical requirements (platform and service requirements)1. In 

particular, it focuses on the functionalities necessaries to satisfy the user requirements for the 

latest pilot.  

The process of prioritization of the requirements, already described on D2.2 CPN Open Virtual 

Platform2, was performed to plan the activities and define the technical tasks needed to deliver 

both the technology bricks and the new version of the platform.  

In addition, this version of the platform includes some new functionalities, necessary for the 

integration of SMEs and external media companies, as well as introducing the improvements 

reported during the feedback collection of the pilot 2 and the second review of the CPN project. 

                                                           

1 https://www.projectcpn.eu/s/CPN_D14_Technical_requirements_platform_and_service_requirements_20180830_v10.pdf 

2 https://www.projectcpn.eu/s/CPN_D22_CPN_Open_Virtual_Platform_v1_20180629_v10.pdf 
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2 PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION – UPDATES 

In this third version of the CPN Open Virtual Platform, new functionalities have been implemented 

and made available, through the integration of new modules and the evolution of existing ones, 

including the core components of the platform. 

In order to have an overview of the status of the platform, below are reported all the updates of 

the core components and in particular of the API Gateway, as well as the list of the technology 

bricks integrated or updated in this version. The details of the features and improvements of 

technology bricks are instead reported in D3.4 CPN Technology Bricks v3. 

2.1 CORE COMPONENTS 

As already described into the D2.2 CPN Open Virtual Platform v1, three core components were 

deployed into the CPN platform to allow communication among the internal components and 

exploitation of the CPN functionalities: API gateway, message broker and orchestrator. 

At this point of the project only the API gateway includes some additional features, needed for 

extending the flexibility of the client applications and integrating new specific features becoming 

from SMEs integration. 

2.1.1 API Gateway 

The updates in this version of the API Gateway mainly focused on the integration of new 

authentication mechanisms, working together with the JWT system implemented in the latest 

version. 

In particular, the list of authentication methods has been extended for two reasons:  

Below the list of allowed authentication mechanism: 

 to allow the client applications to provide a wider choice for users 

 to integrate specific features as SMEs services and Google Assistant  

 Standard Login (Username and password) 

 Facebook Login 

 Google Login 

 IDWARD login (provided by YOOP, one of the integrated SMEs) 
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The JWT based authentication system, introduced on the second version of the platform, allows 

to the CPN platform to manage all authorized requests in compliance with GDPR and with a solid 

and secure mechanism. 

 

Figure 1: CPN Platform JWT based authorization system 

 

The new authentication mechanisms have not repercussions on the JWT authorization system 

and are managed in a transparent way by the CPN platform (through the API gateway).  
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Figure 2: New authentication system with additional sign in and login mechanisms 

 

Furthermore, a major security improvement has been made, including the HTTPS protocol in all 

the REST APIs exposed by the CPN platform. 

2.2 CPN TECHNOLOGY BRICKS 

In the third version of CPN platform, two new technology bricks were introduced (deployed and 

integrated) and seven more were updated. A more detailed description of these changes, is 

provided by D3.4 CPN Technology Bricks v3 Deliverable.  

In the following section the list of technology bricks that have been updated or delivered in the 

third prototype: 

 

Table 1: CPN Technology Bricks for third prototype 

Layer Name Partner Status 

Content 
Technology 
Bricks 

Fine Grained Entity Recognition Module Imec New 

Topic Extractor LiveTech Updated 

Recommender AB-Testing LiveTech Updated 
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User 
Technology 
Bricks 

User Modelling LiveTech Updated 

Reader’s App ATC Updated 

Personal Data Receipt DCat Updated 

Mapping 
technology 
Bricks 

Distribution Framework DCat New 

Producer’s App ENG Updated 

Recommender LiveTech Updated 
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3 CPN PLATFORM – 3RD PROTOTYPE DELIVERY 

The SCRUM agile process for delivering the platform, adopted for the first two prototypes, was 
also applied for the implementation and delivery of the final one. 

The process consisted of 3 phases: two starting activities steps and one cyclic step for task 
development. In detail: 

 Requirements prioritization for pilot 3 

 Mapping Requirements/Technology Bricks  

 Sprints (Implementation Results)  

In the development of the final version of the components and of the CPN platform, a series of 
improvements and new functionalities have been taken into consideration, as well as the 
originally foreseen requirements. 

These extensions were reported as an activity plan in the “D6.5 2nd Periodic Report” and 
monitored through a secondary Trello board. 

Furthermore, since this is the final version of the platform, a check is reported below on all 
functional and non-functional requirements relating in a specific way to the CPN platform, as 
described in "D1.4 Technical requirements (platform and service requirements)". 

3.1 USER REQUIREMENTS FOR PILOT 3 

The first step of the process was the requirements prioritization for pilot 3. In this phase starting 

from the list of requirements expected for the third pilot iteration, as described in D1.4, the media 

partners (VRT, DW, DIAS), that in the case of the Scrum methodology  assumed the role of Product 

Owners, gave a priority for each user requirement expected.  

Being the latest version of the platform, in addition to prioritizing the requirements, a feasibility 

study was also carried out on these. 

The result of these two activities is a list of requirements sorted by rank (where the rank 

represents the “development priority”), named “Pilot 3 Features”, which includes all the 

requirements to implement for the latest version of the platform and a list of discarded 

requirements, deemed no longer relevant or not technically implementable. 

The “Pilot 3 Features” list is reported below, as input for the mapping of the requirements with 

the technology bricks, while the discarded requirements will be described in paragraph 3.4 

(result) together with the final list of the implemented requirements. 
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Table 2: List of prioritised requirements for pilot 3 

Priority Requirement ID Description 

1 UR- UP7.1 
The system should check on what device 

the user is consuming the content 

2 UR-PS2.3 

The system should allow producers 

contributions are used and distributed to 

readers 

3 UR- UP6.4 

The system should be able to offer 

insights and advice based on what it learn 

about what a user consumed in relation to 

a certain entity (e.g. a place) 

4 UR- PS1.4 

The system should be able to show these 

numbers during the creation process of 

the content 

5 UR- UP6.5 

The system should allow the user to 

delete part of the systems knowledge for 

specific time frames back in time from the 

moment of viewing 

6 UR- PS2.2 

The system should provide contract 

templates to allow freelancers to easily 

work together and with editors, to define 

and track the scope of individual 

contributions and expected revenues 

7 UR- AF7.4 

The system should be able to offer a 

feedback interaction to determine the 

ground level of personalisation based on 

mood, time and interest 

8 UR- PS2.1 
The system should allow for an easy 

integration into the producers workflow 

9 UR- UP1.3 

The system should be able to offer 

personalised content on the basis of the 

users mood or values 

10 UR- AF1.3 

The system should offer the user an easy 

overview of what content from which 

sources he has consumed over a certain 

period of time 
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The iterative evaluation process led to focus on some macro-functionalities to be implemented 

during the third phase: 

 Cross-Channel  

 Transparency 

 UI and UX Improvements 

 Breaking News 

 Recommender Improvements 

These macro-functionalities include improvements of the already existing ones and the definition 

of new requirements and technical tasks.  

3.1.1 Mapping requirements/Technology bricks 

After the definition of the prioritized backlog in the frame of the Scrum Framework, a mapping 

between the requirements for Pilot 3 and the Technology Bricks (new or updated) took place. 

This process was followed through the Scrum Team, involving both media and technical partners.   

11 UR- AF6.4 

The system should be able to memorize 

where a user left off and restart at the 

same point 

12 UR- AF3.2 

The system should offer the user a short 

overview of all important headlines at a 

specific point in time with access to more 

details upon request 

13 UR- AF7.1 
The system should offer user feedback 

requests in a playful/entertaining way 

14 UR- UP7.2 

The system should adjust its content 

offering based on the type of device the 

user is using 

15 UR-UP8.3 

The system should be able to surprise the 

user with content, he/she would not have 

chosen themselves 

16 UR-UP9.6 
The system should allow the user to add 

external data to update their profile 
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The input for the mapping has been the technical requirements defined on D1.4 (after the already 

mentioned prioritization process) together with the new macro-functionalities identified, the list of 

the affected Technology Bricks (section 2.2) and the technical tasks defined for this phase of the 

project and described in details on the project Trello board. 

Below the list of technical task identified, linked with the respective user requirement, when 

expected: 

 

 

Table 3: Mapping between technical tasks and technology bricks for pilot 3 implementation 

Requirement 
ID 

Task Technology Brick 

UP 1.3 

TUP1.3.1 Classify articles with mood criteria Uplifting/Depressing classifier 

TUP1.3.2 Provide articles following mood 
criteria (experimental) 

Recommender 

UP 6.4 

TUP6.4.1 Show questions to the user Reader's App 

TUP6.4.2 Update user model based on 
types of content 

User Modelling 

UP 6.5 

TUP6.5.1 Provide history information on 

system knowledge 
Reader's App 

TUP6.5.2 Update user model based on 
deletions of system knowledge 

User Modelling 

TUP6.5.3 Add the functionality of deleting 
specific user activities in specific 
timeframes 

Reader's App 

UP 7.1 

TUP7.1.1 Save user device info Reader's App 

TUP7.1.2 Update user model based on 
device info 

User Modelling 
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UP 7.2 
TUP7.2.2 Provide content based on type 
of device  

Recommender 

UP 8.3 

TUP8.3.1 Display news that might surprise 
the user Reader's App 

TUP8.3.2 Implement news “surprise” 
algorithms  

Recommender 

UP 9.6 

TUP9.6.1 Allow user to upload a file Reader's App 

TUP9.6.2 Update user model based on 
external data 

User Modelling 

TUP9.6.3 Provide additional information 
becoming from Twitter  

Twitter Analytics 

TUP9.6.4 Provide additional information 
becoming from Facebook 

Reader’s App (integration with 
SMEs) 

AF 1.3 

TAF1.3.1 Provide content usage statistics Reader's App 

TAF1.3.2 Integration of IDWARD login for 
user statistic dashboard 

Reader’s App (integration with 
SMEs) 

AF 3.2 

TAF3.2.1 Display a date filter headlines Reader's App 

TAF3.2.2 Add a date filter for latest articles Producer's App 

AF 5.3 

TAF5.3.1 Display justification based on 
item level Reader's App 

TAF5.3.2 Provide justification based on 
item level 

Recommender 

AF 6.4 

TAF6.4.1 Track left off/ start point Reader's App 

TAF6.4.2  Measure how far a reader scrolls 
through the list of articles in each tab 

Reader's App 

TAF6.4.3 Update user model with tracking 
actions 

User Modelling 
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TAF6.4.4 Include tracking actions on 
recommender  

Recommender 

AF 7.1 
TAF7.1.1 Offer feedback requests in a 
playful way Reader's App 

AF 7.4 

TAF7.4.1 Display feedback information Reader's App 

TAF7.4.1 Integrate Qualtrics 3API for user 
experience management 

Reader's App 

PS 1.4 
TPS1.4.1 - Producer's app must expose API 
to retrieve analytics Producer’s App 

PS 2.1 

TPS2.1.1 - Prodcuer's app must expose API 
to integrate media company articles Producer's App 

TPS2.1.2 - Development of a Javascript 
module for tracking user actions and 
providing recommendation 

Producer's App 

TPS2.1.3 - Development of a Javascript 
module for identifying user without signup 
(fingerprint and/or cookies based) 

Producer's App 

PS 2.2 

TPS2.2.1 - Producer's Dashboard UI must 
include a section for freelancer integration Producer's App 

TPS2.2.2 Provide rewards for contributors Reward Framework 

PS 2.3 

TPS2.3.1 Provide producer’s usage 
information Reader's App 

TPS2.3.2 Provide usage statistics Reward Framework 

General 
New Platform service for sending email 

CPN Platform 

General 

Integration of Facebook Login Reader’s App 

CPN Platform 

General 

Integration of Google Login for Google 
Assistant 

Reader’s App 

CPN Platform 
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Breaking News 

TP1.1 - Producer's app must to allow to set 
an article as "breaking news" Producer’s App 

TP1.2 - API Gateway must expose API to 
retrieve a list of breaking news CPN Platform 

TP1.3 – Recommender should introduce 
breaking news in recommendation service 
if any 

Recommender 

Cross Channel 

Google Assistant integration 
Reader’s App 

Smart TV app dedicated services CPN Platform 

Recommender 

UI 
Improvements 

Switching streams only by tapping, not by 
swiping 

 
 

Reader’s App 

Improve display of videos, Links, 
interactive elements inside articles Reader’s App 

Make it clear to the user where they can 
see what they have already consumed Reader’s App 

Fighting FilterBubbles: Visualisation of 
what a user read throughout a specific 
period (e.g. a week) 

SMEs integration (YOOP) 

Branding customization (colors, logo, etc.) 
Reader’s App 

Add label of the article's category Reader’s App 

Producer’s App 

 

                                                           
3 https://www.qualtrics.com/it/ 

https://www.qualtrics.com/it/
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3.2 RESULTS 

The third step was the implementation of the tasks in an iterative way. During the third phase, we 

preferred to have a more frequent monitoring of the activities and to organize sprints of a week. 

After each sprint a technical conference call was arranged in order to review the results of the 

just terminated sprint and formulating a detailed plan for the following sprint execution. 

As a result of these activities, the final version of the CPN platform was delivered. The following 

paragraphs show the list of user requirements completed, a check on platform requirements 

(functional and non-functional) and the final status of the platform. 

A detailed description on the new macro-functionalities and in particular on the improvements 

expected for pilot 3 will be provided together with the pilot 3 evaluation.  

3.2.1 User requirements  

 

Table 4: Status of the user requirements for pilot 3 

Requirem
ent ID 

Requirement Description Status Notes 

UR-UP 1.3 

 

The system should be able to 
offer personalized content on the 
basis of the users mood or values 

Partially 
Completed 

Uplifting/Depressing 
classification is available but 
user mood will be tested as 

experimental in the third 
pilot   

UR-UP 6.4 

 

The system should be able to 
offer insights and advice based 
on what it learns about what a 
user consumed in relation to a 

certain entity (e.g. a place) 

Completed  

UR-UP 
6.5 

The system should allow the user 
to delete part of the systems 
knowledge for specific time 
frames back in time from the 

moment of viewing 

Completed  

UR-UP 7.1 
The system should check on what 
device the user is consuming the 

content 
Completed  

UR-UP 7.2 
The system should adjust its 

content offering based on the 
type of device the user is using 

Partially 
Completed 

The device of the user is 
tracked and contents will be 
presented in a different way 
in base of the used device 
(responsiveness). Not 
enough technical resources 
& capabilities available to go 
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deeper in detail within this 
requirement (also impact on 
work for media companies).  

UR-UP 8.3 

The system should be able to 
surprise the user with content, 
he/she would not have chosen 

themselves 

Completed  

UR-UP 
9.6 

The system should allow the user 
to add external data to update 

their profile 

Completed  

UR-AF 3.2 

The system should offer the user 
a short overview of all important 
headlines at a specific point in 

time with access to more details 
upon request 

Completed  

UR-AF 5.3 

The system must make it 
transparent to the users why they 
are shown certain content, based 

on an item level 

Completed 

The requirement was 
completed for pilot 2 but 

transparency macro-
functionality was improved 

UR-AF 6.4 
The system should be able to 
memorize where a user left off 
and restart at the same point 

Completed  

UR-AF 7.1 
The system should offer user 

feedback requests in a 
playful/entertaining way 

Completed  

UR-AF 7.4 

The system should be able to 
offer a feedback interaction to 
determine the ground level of 

personalization based on mood, 
time and interest 

Completed  

UR-PS 1.4 
The system should be able to 

show these numbers during the 
creation process of the content 

Completed  

UR-PS 2.1 
The system should allow for an 

easy integration into the 
producers workflow 

Completed  

UR-PS 2.2 

The system should provide 
contract templates to allow 
freelancers to easily work 

together and with editors, to 
define and track the scope of 
individual contributions and 

expected revenues 

Completed  

UR-PS 2.3 
The system should allow 

producers to transparently see 
Completed  
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3.2.2 Platform Requirements 

The identification of the technical requirements, starting from the analysis of user requirements, 

also led to a definition of functional and non-functional requirements for the CPN platform, 

intended as an administration and integration platform for microservices (technology bricks and 

core components). 

These requirements were listed on D1.4 and their status was checked and reported in this 

deliverable. 

Functional requirements 

 

Table 5: CPN Platform functional requirements status 

how often their contributions are 
used and distributed to readers 

ID Description Status 

PR-1 
The Platform should have a User friendly UI in order to manage 

the platform components and host 
Done 

PR-2 

The Platform UI should allow creating and managing different 

User roles with different permissions (at least two: administrator 

and developer) 

Done (4 different 

roles) 

PR-3 
The Platform UI should contain a section with CPN components 

catalog 
Done 

PR-4 
The Platform UI should have a section with the API 

documentation 
Done 

PR-5 
The administrator should be able to monitor the entire platform 

resources 
Done 

PR-6 
The administrator should be able to manage each single 

component of the platform 
Done 

PR-7 
The administrator should be able to add new component into 

the platform from a catalog 
Partially Done (Not 

all the components 
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Non-functional requirements 

 

Table 6: CPN Platform non-functional requirements status 

are listed on the 

catalog) 

PR-8 
The developer should be able to add a new component into 

the CPN catalog 

KO (Only the admin 

can add new 

components on the 

catalog) 

PR-9 
The developer should be able to view and test all the existing 

services 
Done 

PR-10 The developer should be able to use the existing services Done 

ID Description Status Notes 

NFR-1 

The system should be able to scale 

horizontally or vertically depending 

on the demands related to data 

ingestion, processing and storage. 

Done 

Microservices are scalable with 

replication and clusterisation. 

API Gateway can manage and 

redistribute on different hosts 

thousands of calls 

simultaneously (tested with 

1000 requests, no noticeable 

delay) 

NFR-2 

It must be possible to decompose 

the solution in different 

microservices  

Done 

All the components (including 

the core components) are 

deployed as microservices 

NFR-3 

The system should enable a 

versioned and automated deploy 

mechanism for the microservices 

Done  Private docker registry enabled 
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4 https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-Specification/blob/master/versions/2.0.md 

NFR-4 

The system should include a 

centralized authentication and 

authorization mechanism 

Done  Handled by the API Gateway 

NFR-5 
The system should enable 

monitoring and logging mechanisms 
Done 

The Rancher UI allow to 

monitoring and logging the 

entire host and each single 

microservice 

NFR-6 

The system should enable 

synchronous communication among 

the microservices, through 

orchestration mechanisms 

Done Handled by Orchestrator 

NFR-7 

The system should enable 

asynchronous communication 

among microservices, through 

messaging mechanisms 

Done  Handled by Message Broker 

NFR-8 

The system should offer optimized 

endpoints in base of different kind of 

client’s applications (mobile, web, 

smart tv…) 

Done  
Web, Mobile, SmartTV and 

Google Assistant supported 

NFR-9 

The system should be extensible 

with new functionalities and new 

components 

Done  
SMEs additional services 

integrated 

NFR-10 

The APIs exposed by the 

microservices should be 

documented in a standard format. 

Done  OpenAPI 2.04 

NFR-11 

The system should keep the data 

private and only accessible via 

authenticated APIs 

Done 

4 different roles handled. All the 

APIs are under authentication 

through JWT. 

NFR-12 
The data produced, consumed and 

transformed shall be documented in 

an information model which shall 

Done 
Data models included on 

Appendix1 

https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-Specification/blob/master/versions/2.0.md
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3.2.3 Status of the platform 

The final version of the CPN platform was deployed and released in two twin environments (the 

development environment will be used as backup of the production one), ready to be exploited 

for the final pilot phase.  

This final version includes: 

 12 Technology Bricks deployed as microservices (11 backend services + 1 web dashboard) 

 1 Technology Brick as client application (Android) 

 3 Core components 

 1 Smart speaker integration (Google Assistant) 

 1 external mobile app integration (VRT MyNews) 

 8 Additional services from SMEs 

 

also include the relationships 

between information types. 

NFR-13 

The system shall be able to 

exchange data with a great number 

of devices and, at the same time, 

preserving its computational 

capacity.  

Done  
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Figure 3:Final version of the CPN Platform 
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4 PLATFORM INTEGRATION 

From the beginning, the main objectives of the CPN platform have included extensibility and 

reusability. The design of the CPN architecture, included in the D2.1 Reference Architecture5, laid 

the foundations for the platform which gradually evolved into 3 prototypes up to the final one. 

The extensibility process was enabled, in addition to increasing the number of technology bricks 

and features for each pilot, also planning the integration of some components and services 

offered by external partners, which were well integrated with those already existing. This made it 

possible to add a series of features to the platform or enrich existing ones. 

The reusability one, which is very important for the exploitation of the platform, was carried out 

by meeting the needs of the media stakeholders and trying to create a process as simple as 

possible for the integration of CPN services on already existing media ecosystems. 

4.1 SMES 

The integration of external services, which will be demonstrated in the third pilot, was done in 

collaboration with the SMEs selected during the two Hackathon phases carried out in February 

and June 2019. 

This selection process, described in detail in D4.3: Cycle 2 Piloting Report6, led to the 

identification of 4 SMEs that expanded the offer of the CPN platform with their tools and services: 

Loomi.ai, U-Hopper, YOOP and Kensai7. 

 

Figure 4:the 4SMEs selected from the Hackathons 

After the SME selection process, 8 services were identified to be implemented through 4 PoCs 

(one for each SMEs) and integrated in the CPN ecosystem in collaboration with the CPN technical 

team. 

The development phase of the PoCs ends at the end of the year and the integration will continue 

in the coming weeks in preparation for the pilots. The following paragraphs briefly describes from 

                                                           
5 https://www.projectcpn.eu/s/D21-CPN-Reference-Architecture-v10.pdf 

6 https://www.projectcpn.eu/s/D43_2ndCycleEvaluationReport_v10.pdf 

7 https://www.projectcpn.eu/news-3/2019/6/17/highlighting-the-startups-working-with-cpn 

https://www.projectcpn.eu/news-3/2019/6/17/highlighting-the-startups-working-with-cpn
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a technical point of view the objectives of each PoC in terms of offered features and integration 

with CPN. 

PoC1 – YOOP 

Yoop is integrating and customizing for the CPN platform an already SSO extended system call 

ID ward. ID Ward is a unified user identity for content providers - a simple way for users to reap 

the benefits of news personalisation without losing control over their personal data.  

In the CPN context, is building a proof-of-concept (PoC) software infrastructure for secure and 

transparent collection, aggregation and storage of user data. The innovation relies on a 

networked approach to user authentication and a bespoke data security and transparency tool 

for increased privacy control. The PoC will be built to support the CPN’s machine learning 

technology using privacy by design principles. 

The proof of concept will be used to validate the following assumptions:  

The proof-of-concept is provided as a service and in particular three different services will be 

enabled:  

The ID ward SSO system well integrates with the CPN ecosystem and in particular with the 

Reader’s app, in which the ID ward login will be available and the user modelling component, that 

will exploit user profile data becoming from many sources to enrich the user profiles. 

Furthermore, the topic of transparency will also obtain enormous benefits, as for users who 

decide to register via ID ward a dashboard will be made available which shows all the activities 

done by the user and allows them to obtain total control of their data. 

During the evaluation phase, in addition to using ID ward in the CPN platform, it will also be 

integrated on some websites provided by SigmaLive, creating a real network of news websites 

that will allow us to increase the knowledge of the users. 

PoC2 – U-Hopper 

 the proposed networked approach can provide a better experience at user sign in 

 the networked approach can provide much richer user profile data; 

 the proposed data security and transparency tool gives data subjects more control over 
their personal data and increases their default privacy. 

 Single sign on (SSO): comprises SSO interface and API 

 User data collector: comprises user profile data, data API (send and retrieve) and access 
control system 

 Data privacy, security and transparency tool: comprises a user profile, permission and data 
permission interface, data encryption and communication tool, and access log. 
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U-Hopper is customising for CPN an already existing solution, called Tapoi. Tapoi is a customer 

intelligence service that builds profiles based on customer online actions, allowing businesses to 

provide targeted and tailored services, personalising user experience and achieving higher 

conversion.  

In the CPN context, Tapoi will provide additional information extracted from Facebook, to enrich 

the user profiles, inferring user's interests from their social activities. In this way it is possible to 

mitigate both the cold start and the filter bubble problems. 

In detail: 

 Cold start problem. Tapoi is able to generate a consumer's map of interests even for 
newcomers, at the exact moment of the first online interaction with CPN. Therefore, 
potentially unknown users can be targeted with the right content, at the right time. 

 Filter bubble problem. Tapoi is able to help the management of the distribution (quantity, 
frequency) of interest-related news to consumers, by means of a customized algorithm. An 
appropriate choice of the parameters ensures that consumers are exposed occasionally to 
content that is out of their interest sphere, thereby mitigating the echo chamber effect. 

The integration with the CPN ecosystem is very deep. Indeed, the TAPOI system will exploit a 

new authentication system provided by the reader’s app (the Facebook Login) and will extract 

data from users that will decide to use Facebook as a login system. 

All the data analysed by TAPOI will be accessible from the CPN recommender (via API) and will 

be used to enrich the user profiles and improve recommendations. 

During the pilot 3, TAPOI will be evaluated with SIgmaLive users. 

PoC3 – Kensai 

Kensai is building a solution for newsrooms to monitor the narrative in real-time on Twitter around 

any news story to personalise it to their audience. This feature can also be used to address the 

filter bubble issue by providing contrasting views underneath the article to give a broader picture. 

The PoC developed by Kensai, will include a dashboard for the editors, from which they can 

monitor up to 10 different topics through many analytics and statistical data extracted from Twitter. 

In this case, no integration with CPN existing services is expected, so no API or integration 

services will be developed and only a web UI will be provided. 

PoC4 – Loomi.ai 

Loomi.ai is building a personalisation news focused ontology for the CPN project with the main 

objective of enhancing the accuracy of the personalisation recommender algorithms. The 

ontology can be used to formalise both the user and her/his interests, and the news content. The 

developed ontology allows matchmaking between user and content at different levels.  
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The service will have the capacity to help other news providers increase the accuracy of the 

personalisation they do through either the CPN project or accessing the service directly. 

In the context of the PoC, the ontology will be only in English and for this reason the integration 

and evaluation phase will include only DW contents. 

 access to get normalised named entities (entity alias matching) 

 access to get news category for either news article URL or a set of extracted named entities 
from an article (news categorisation) 

In particular the PoC will provide two different services via API. 

4.2 EXTERNAL MEDIA COMPANIES 

The integration of the platform with external systems is a very important aspect for the flexibility 

and reusability of the platform. 

For the usage of the CPN platform by external media companies, the approach chosen was to 

make the CPN platform a Platform-as-a-service, in which a media company can choose which 

services and features to use (from individual components or from the platform itself) and these 

are offered in a standard and interoperable way through the API gateway. 

Furthermore, all the client applications developed are available to external stakeholders, who can 

choose to use them or not together with the selected services. 

All these choices were made also from the point of view of the stakeholders themselves (in 

particular the external media companies) who, after being contacted or having contacted us 

through our communication channels, were followed in the process of approach to the CPN 

ecosystem and whose feedback has been useful in preparing a simple and performing 

integration and exploitation plan. 

The result of these activities, which involved the dissemination, communication and exploitation 

team but also the technical one, was: 

 Develop a 3-step technical integration plan for media companies 

 Propose 2 different approaches for testing and evaluating the services offered by the CPN 
platform, based on the needs of media companies 

 Implement a convincing business offer for the exploitation of the results of the CPN platform 

Below we describe what the platform technically offers for integration and for the evaluation 

phase. The exploitation topic will be covered in the final exploitation results of the project. 
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4.2.1 Technical integration 

The technical integration proposed to the external media companies is described in the 
document attached as Appendix 2.   

It follows an easy 3-steps process: 

 Step 1: Contents injection/ingestion 

 Step 2: User identification and profiling 

 Step 3: Content recommendation 

 

Figure 5:3-steps integration process for external media companies 

The first step is mandatory for the integration of a new media company within the CPN platform. 

It is possible to push new content via API or provide us an already existing repository (RSS feed, 

REST APIs, etc.). In this case, the Producer’s App component will implement a new connector in 

order to map the new contents with the CPN data model and introduce the new content within 

the platform. This is a very flexible approach that allows to the media companies to select the 

best practice for them and requires the minimum effort on the other part. 

The first step is mandatory for the integration of a new media company into the CPN platform. It 

can introduce new content via API or provide us with an existing repository (RSS feed, REST API, 

etc.). In this case, the Producer’s App (one of the technology bricks) will implement a new 

connector to map new contents with the CPN data model and introduce them into the platform. 

This is a very flexible approach that allows media companies to select best practices for them 

and requires very little effort. 

The second and the third step are not mandatory. Their implementation depends on the testing 

approach that media companies selected (the testing and evaluation approaches are described 

in the next paragraph). 
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In case they want to implement these steps, in addition to providing the APIs necessary for the 

integration of all services, an alternative widget has been developed. This widget is based on 

HTML5 and Javascript technologies, so it is very flexible and pluggable in already existing 

websites. It provides: 

● user identification through anonymous browser fingerprint8  

● user profiling, collecting reading, like, dislike and share actions (if possible)  

● content recommendation and visualisation  

The integration of this widget is currently underway with one of the media companies interested 
in the integration of CPN services (RCS) and will be evaluated during the testing phase. 

4.2.2 Testing and evaluation 

For testing and evaluation phase, two different approaches have been proposed to media 
companies: 

 Using the CPN Android App with their own contents 

 Integrate all the services within their own infrastructure 

In the first case, the integration process is very simple since it only requires to integrate their own 

contents within the CPN platform (the first step described in paragraph before) and allows a 

complete evaluation of all the services offered. On the other hand, it requires that users who use 

the app (Android) are recruited and the evaluation could be affected by UI or UX problems that 

do not reflect the choices of the media company. 

In the second case, the integration requires some effort from the media company side for 

introducing the new services in their own infrastructure (CMS, Websites, apps, etc…). As already 

mentioned, for this type of integration, well detailed in the document provided to them, it is 

possible to use the APIs made available to them or the developed widget (which, at the moment, 

is still in the development and testing phase) 

CONCLUSIONS 

This document represents the report of all the activities conducted for the release of the final 
version of CPN Open Virtual platform. 

The CPN platform v3 was packaged and it is available for the partners in internal repository.  

In order to test the platform and verify the status of delivery as described in this report, the 
following software prototypes are available to internal partnership: 

                                                           
8 https://github.com/Valve/fingerprintjs 

https://github.com/Valve/fingerprintjs
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 CPN Microservices Platform v3 – Two separated environments (One for production and 
one as backup) 

 CPN API Gateway v3 - Two separated environments (One for production and one as 
backup) 

 Producer’s Dashboard v2 

 Android Reader’s App v2 

The final version of the platform will be used both for the execution of the third pilot (6 weeks) 

and for the tests and evaluation of external media companies. These latest tests, scheduled for 

early 2020, will be more important than previous executions, as they are larger in terms of users 

involved and execution times. The results will demonstrate whether the platform is exploitable 

and ready to actually be placed on the market. 
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APPENDIX 1 – DATA SCHEMAS 
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APPENDIX 2 – HOWTO MEDIA COMPANIES INTEGRATION V2 
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